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Arguments for significant dynamical diquark substructure in baryons are reviewed. If present, integer-spin diquarks will 
absorb longitudinally polarized currents resulting in a relatively large value of R = al.Ja T in certain kinematic regions of 
deep-inelastic reactions. We provide simple parametrizations for this higher-twist contribution to structure functions and to 
R. We present fits to the x and Q2 dependences of SLAC-MIT data on electroproduction. Further tests are suggested, and 
implications are discussed for the interpretation of R in perturbative QCD. 

1. Introduction. Our purpose is to discuss a simple 
model for R = OL/O T in deep-inelastic lepton scattering 
processes. The model yields a relation between R and 
scaling violations which is different from that in 
standard perturbative quantum chromodynamics 
(QCD). If  currents are absorbed by elementary spin 
one-half constituents o f  hadrons, and if transverse mo- 
menta are neglected, then o L is expected to be essen- 
tially zero. Contributions to R from kinematical and 
constituent transverse momentum effects, both from 
confinement and from perturbative QCD, have been 
studied in detail [1 ]. Definite predictions have been 
made ,1, and found wanting ,2, especially in some 
kinematic regimes. 

On the other hand, if there is an important diquark 
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, I  For computations of R in perturbative QCD see, e.g., refs. 
[2,3]. 

,2 This comparison was made in spite of the counsel that 
since the prediction for R is "one of the cleaner predic- 
tions of the theory", it is certainly more accurate than the 
data and should be used "when processing unseparated 
data" [3]. 

(qq) substructure in baryons *a, then the integer-spin 
diquark system will absorb longitudinally polarized 
currents, and the resulting R may be large in certain 
kinematic domains. Diquark scattering must be present 
at some level in any discussion of  deep-inelastic scat- 
tering. Diquarks appear as a twist-six term in the oper- 
ator-product expansion. Their contribution to structure 
functions is proportional to (l~2/Q 2)2, where/~d is a 
mass parameter determined by properties of  the nu- 
cleon. Simple physical arguments suggest the x depen- 
dence of  these terms as well. If  no dynamical diquark 
substructure exists one might expect/a d <~ 1 GeV. How- 
ever, a "bound" diquark system of  nonperturbative 
dynamical origin could lead to larger values of/a d. To 
account for the large R values [4] measured at SLAC 
we will need a significant but n o t  unreasonable diquark 
contribution. To set an upper bound on the size o f  this 
higher-twist term we fit SLAC-MIT data [5] on 
F22(x, Q2) assuming that all the scaling violation for 
Q >/3 GeV 2 and x />  0.4 comes from a higher-twist 
term of  order (/~2/Q2)~. Clearly, this sets an upper 
limit since other sources of  scaling violation (such as_ 
the logarithmic scaling violation of  QCD) are likely to 
be present. In this way we find that a value of/2 d 

,a We do not require that lhe baryon be in a pure quark- 
diquark state, but only that there be a substantial compo- 
nent in this configuration at large x. This quark-diquark 
component need not have a large effect on the static prop- 
erties of the baryon, such as the magnetic moment, etc. 
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2 GeV is consistent with F 2 data and leads to a reason- 
able fit to R in the large x region. Contributions to R 
in the low x region are likely to be dominated by QCD 
effects which are not considered here. 

Theoretical reasons for a significant "bound" diquark 
substructure of a nonperturbative origin arise from 
several different points of view. First, in color SU(3), a 
diquark can be in an antisymmetric 3c or a 6 c. Nambu 
[6] and Lipkin [7] have argued that the 3c is more 
strongly bound than the 6 c. In a flavor-spin SU(6) 
theory, the diquark will be in a (21)f_ s or a (15)f_ s. 
Fermi statistics then chooses the former. The symmet- 
ric (21)f_ s decomposes into a flavor triplet, spin 
singlet and a flavor sextet, spin triplet. Since the higher 
mass decuplet is pure spin triplet, we will assume that 
the diquark sector of  the baryon wave function is 
dominated by a 3 of color, a 3 of flavor, and is spin 
singlet, although spin triplet components may also be 
present. Such ideas have been extended to detailed 
questions of ha&on spectroscopy [8-10] .  The relevant 
literature can be traced from these papers ,3. Inciden- 
tally, the quark-dlquark baryon model has been used 
to give a natural explanation for the universality of  
the Regge trajectory slopes for baryons and mesons 
[11 ]. From the more abstract point of view of lattice 
gauge theory, Drell et al. [12] have argued recently 
for a dynamical diquark structure in a baryon. Similar 
conclusions have been reached on the basis of  instan- 
ton arguments [13]. All of these arguments are essen- 
tially nonperturbative. The diquark seems to be more 
than just a useful bookkeeping device; it appears also 
to have dynamical relevance. 

2. Analysis. The standard definition of R is R = 
OL/OT, where o T and O L are total cross sections for 
the scattering of transversely polarized and longitudinal- 
ly polarized photons of mass Q 2. R may also be ex- 
pressed in terms of the usual structure functions F 1 
and F 2 which are functions o f x  and Q2. A simple 
parton model calculation with elementary spin one- 
half constituents yields F 2 = xF 1 and large Q2. In 
such a model R is nonzero only because of  kinematic 
effects, and R = m2/Q 2. Here m is the nucleon mass. 
Target mass effects [14] and fmal-state mass effects 
can substantially affect the coefficient of m2/Q 2. 
Such a term is normally small, and it will be neglected 
in our analysis. This approximation should be kept in 
mind. 

In a parton model calculation, the structure func- 
tion F 2 is usually expressed approximately as (1 - x) 3, 
with the power 3 provided by constituent counting 
rules [15]. In ref. [16], the diquark contributions to 
the structure functions of the nucleon were discussed. 
In the simple model used, the diquark provides an ad- 
ditional nonscaling contribution to F 2 of the form 

F~(x, Q2) = D(x) (d 2 + Q2)-2 , (1) 

where the Q 2 dependence arises from the diquark form 
factor. In a spinless model, D(x) ~ (1 - x)  for x near 
1, and thus at fLxed Q2 this term becomes dominant 
over the conventional quark scaling term near x = 1. 
D(x) was found to peak near x ~ 2/3, so that the 
diquark most likely carries 2]3 of the total momentum 
of the nucleon ,4. If  other sources of  nonscaling are 
ignored, eq. (1) (plus the scaling term) was found [16] 
to fit the elect~oproduction data for x > 0.2 and Q 2 
> 1 -3  (GeV) 2 with D(x) = 10x 2 (1 - x )  and d 2 = 
2 -1  GeV 2. Sum rules involving F 2 were checked by 
Schmidt [16]. Motivated by this interpretation of 
scaling violations and by the importance [18] ,s of  
higher-twist effects in lrN ~ (/a~)X, we proceed here to 
analyze R (x, Q 2). 

In general there are both spin-zero and spin-one 
diquarks in the nucleon. A complete analysis must in- 
clude the absorption of longitudinally polarized cur- 
rents by both of these components, as well as transi- 
tions between them. These latter possibilities will give 
rise to a transverse cross section as well. In order to 
make definite predictions, the simplest possible models 
will be assumed, as described in the previous section. 
We write 

o T = A(x)(1 - x) 3 + DT(X)[F(Q2)]t, (2) 

o L = DL(X ) IF(Q2) ] / ,  (3) 

F(Q2) = (d z + Q 2 ) - I  , (4) 

and express the structure function F2(x, Q2) as 

F2(x ' Q2) = OT + OL " 

~4 Some of the aspects of diquarks in deep inelastic scattering 
have been studied from a very different point of view in 
ref. [17]. 

,s The prediction of the higher-twist sin20 behavior in ~rN 
(/~)X at large XF has been verified experimentally with 

the size expected [19]. 
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The function A(x)  is slowly varying; the forms of  
DT(X ) and DR(X), as well as the powers t and l are 
specified below. We shall present two models which 
provide an adequate fit to the SLAC-MIT electropro- 
duction data. If  gluonic radiation terms associated with 
perturbative QCD were included, an additional term 
would appear in the equation for OL, and various terms, 
such as A(x)  and D(x),  would develop explicit depen- 
dence on log Q 2. We ignore QCD effects in this paper. 
Specific calculations [2,3] indicate that they contri- 
bute to R principally at small x,  whereas our diquark 
contribution dominates at larger x. 

In the two models discussed below, the power be- 
haviors OfDT(X ) and DL(X ) are well specified as x 
-+ 1. However, the behaviors as x -+ 0 are not deter- 
mined. We choose to write D(x) ~ x r for small x. In 
our fits to  the data, best values o f  r were found near 
the integer values which we list. In the form factor 
F (Q 2) in eq. (4), we set ,6 d 2 = 2 GeV 2, but accept- 
able fits may also be obtained with d 2 = 1 GeV 2. We 
limit our attention to values of  Q 2 t> 3 GeV 2, and 
x ~>0.4. 

Model 1. Massless spin-l/2 quarks. An explicit calcu- 
lation analogous to that in ref. [18] may be carried out 
to obtain the structure functions for a spin-zero diquark 
in a spin-l/2 baryon. Single gluon exchange between 
the dlquark system and the free quark in the nucleon 
is used to describe the far off-shell behaviour o f  the 
diquark system for large x. Expressing the results o f  
this calculation in terms of  eqs. (2) and (3), we obtain 
DL(X) = dLX2(1 -- x)  2 and DT(X ) = dTX2 , with l = 2 
and t = 3. In the model, d T and d L are related by the 
expression dT/d L = ~(k2), where (k 2) is the mean 
squared transverse momentum of  the diquark system 
in the nucleon. The large x behavior of  DL(X ) and 
D T(x ) is specified by the model, whereas the factor 
x~is  introduced by hand, guided by the fit to the data. 
A good fit to F2(x , Q2) and R(x,  Q)2 is obtained with 

,6 One might expect intuitively that d 2 ~ 1 GeV 2 for hadron- 
ic form factor. However, transitions from spin-zero to spin- 
one diquarks will also occur with form factors that behave 
as Q2(1 + Q2/d2)2)-2; thus when the total Q2 dependence 
is fit by a monopole form, a larger effective value of d is 
required to fit the smaller Q2 values. In ref. [16], a value 
o ld  2 = 2 GeV 2 was found to fit down to Q2 ~ 1, where 
as a value of d 2 = 1 GeV 2 fits only down to Q2 ~ 3. We 
adopt the larger value. 

d E ~ 15 GeV 4, d T ~ 5 GeV 6, and A(x) ~ 2 (1 + x)/3. 
These parameters imply that (k 2) ~ 0.7 GeV 2. This 
value is consistent with our expectations and is simi- 
lar to that deduced from fits to the pion structure func. 
tion [18]. 

Since the errors on R are relatively large, the para- 
meters of  the fit are determined largely by the data 
on F2(x, Q2). We obtain values of  chi-squared com- 
parable to the number of  degrees of  freedom. For a 
few selected values of  Q2, our fit to F2(x , Q2) is 
shown in fig. 1. The data on R and our fit are shown 
in fig. 2. 

Model 2. Simplified counting rules. In the model 
developed in ref. [16], one predicts l = t = 2, DL(X ) 
= dLX(1 -- x) and DT(X ) = dTX(1 -- x). Our fit to the 
electroproduction data for x t> 0.4 and Q 2 ~ 3 GeV 2 
yields d L ~ d T ~ 4 GeV 4. The function A (x) is para- 
meterized conveniently as [1 + 5 (x - 0.6) 2 ] -1 .  The 
fit is again determined largely by the data o f  F2(x , Q2~ 
The results o f  this model are also shown in fig. 2. 

Differences are apparent in fig. 2 between the two 
models, especially at small Q2 and at very large x. The 
data appear to be more constant in x and Q 2 than our 
expectations. However, what we judge to be important 
is that the two models reproduce the magnitude of  R 
reasonably well at large x and at low Q2. This success 
is associated in part with the fact that the quark and 
diquark structure functions have different dependen- 
ces on 1 - x as x ~ 1. The magnitude o f  R in our mod- 
els is related to the size of  the nonscaling contribution 
to F 2. 

Using our parameters, we can estimate from eq. 
(2) the relative probabilities for striking a quark or a 
diquark. At Q 2 = 2 GeV 2 and. x = 0.5, we fired that 
these probabilities are about equal, for both models. 
As Q2 grows, the chance of  striking a diquark fails 
rapidly, governed by the form factor, eq. (4). The rela- 
tively large size o f  our diquark term suggests that there 
is substantial diquark substructure in the nucleon. 

In general, nonscaling contributions to F 1 and F 2 
due to QCD gluonic radiation and intrinsic transverse 
momentum effects should also be included in our ex- 
pressions, especially at small x. To isolate such funda. 
mental effects at larger x, it is necessary first to  sub- 
tract any diquark contribution. In any case, the (qq) 
contribution is o f  considerable physical interest by 
itself. As outlined in the first section, it is important 
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Fzg. 1. Shown axe SLAC-MIT data (refs. [4,5]) on F2(x, Q2) 
for three intervals in Q2. The sohd line is our fit to these data 
with model 1, described in the text. The fit is done for x > 0.4 
and Q2 > 3 GeV 2 , but our solid line is extended below x = 0.4, 
nevertheless. No significance should be attached to any dis- 
crepancy below x = 0.4. 

for our understanding of hadrons to know if such a 
nonperturbative contribution is present with the ex- 
pected size and dependence on x and Q 2. 
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Fig. 2. Data (ref. [4]) on R(x, Q2) are shown as a function of 
x for six values of Q2. The solid line is obtained from model 1, 
and the dashed curve from model 2. 

3. Comments. A few brief remarks are perhaps 
relevant. 

(1) In general, R is a function o f x  and Q2. The 
deep-inelastic cross section for leptoproduction de- 
pends on x, Q 2 and y.  One can only be confident of 
R by extracting it from the y dependence at fixed x 
and Q 2. This requires combining data from different 
energies with known relative normalization. Other- 
wise, some care is required to avoid misleading con- 
clusions. In particular, we note that 

(a) If the average x grows with Q 2, R may also in- 
crease with Q 2 if a diquark contribution is present. 

Co) Integrations over x are different test from ex- 
amining the distributions at fixed x. For example, at 
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x = 3/4 and Q2 = 20 GeV2,R ~ 0.10, whereas if one 
integrates over x, large values are not obtained for 
the ratio 

k=fclxoc/fdXaT. 
Although our models do not apply at small x, for 
purposes of illustration we integrate over the full inter- 
val 0 ~<x ~< 1 and obtain R = 0.005 at Q2 = 20 GeV 2 
(for model 1). Thus binning of data may allow one to 
observe or to exclude significant effects. 

(c) The diquark contributions to R fall with Q2 at 
essentially all x. Confusion with a QCD effect is pos- 
sible for x > 1/3. 

(2) In u and ~ reactions, F 3 measures the difference 
of absorption of left- and right-handed currents. A 
significant contribution from spin-one diquarks may 
show up in F 3 with the x and Q2 dependence given 
in eq. (2). Recently it has been shown [20] that al- 
though data on F 3 are consistent with perturbative 
QCD calculations, they are also consistent with the 
presence of significant higher-twist contributions such 
as those from a diquark system. 

For charged-lepton scattering the absorption of 
photons is proportional to the charge squared. Spin- 
zero diquarks (ud) have charge (1/3) while spin.one 
diquarks (uu) have charge (4/3). Consequently, the 
effect of the spin-one component is enhanced in this 
case. Scaling violations due to diquark dynamics will 
be different in e,/l and in v, ~ data (especially at the 
larger x values). 

(3) An independent test of  any diquark contribu- 
tion is the identification of fast baryons in the photon 
fragmentation region [16] with the expected depen- 
dence on x and Q2. In the symmetric quark model, 
the A contains spin-zero diquarks only and the ~. 
only spin-one. The relative yield of these provides in- 
formation on the diquark spin. Ordinary quark pro- 
cesses and QCD will also yield f'mal-state baryons from 
the decay of the recoil quark, but the baryon's mo- 
mentum (z) and Q2 dependence will be very different 
from that described here. Properties of  diquark jets 
in hadron reactions are studied in ref. [21 ]. 

(4) The ratio of the average diquark (charge) 2 for 
the neutron to that of the proton is 1/3, whereas the 
corresponding ratio of the quark (charge) 2 is 2•3. A 
careful analysis of the nonscaling behaviour of the 
neutron versus the proton structure function can pro- 

vide further tests of  the model. If  diquarks are im- 
portant, the ratio F~/F~ should drop from 2/3 to- 
wards 1/3 as x ~ 1, as appears to be true in the data 
[5]. A relativistic model of the deuteron was devel- 
oped in ref. [16], and should be used in the extraction 
of the neutron distributions. 

(5) In neutrino processes, for example, the final 
state hadron (say, lr) distribution will receive contri- 
butions both from quark scattering and decay, and 
from diquark scattering and decay. We may express 
the cross section as a sum of these two terms: 

d2o 
dxdz = Pq/h(x) D~r/q (z) + Pd/h(x' a2)D~r/d (z) . (6) 

We have assumed here that the scattering (P) and de- 
cay (D) processes factorize. Nevertheless, the sum in 
eq. (6) does not factorize. Our analysis of  F 2 and R 
suggests that the two terms in eq. (6) are of compar- 
able strength at modest Q2. Their effects in eq. (6) 
may be separated by a detailed study of the x and Q2 
dependences of  d2o/dxdz. An attempt should be made 
to subtract the diquark contribution from the data 
before conclusions are reached on the possible non- 
factorizing nature of  the quark term in eq. (6). 

We are grateful to Stan Brodsky for valuable dis- 
cussions and to W.D. Atwood for providing us with 
his compilation of data on F2(x, Q2). 
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